In brief: Many funding agencies require data management plans (DMP) as part of grant proposals. The DMPTool helps institutions & researchers to create high-quality DMPs that meet funder requirements, including those from:

- National Institutes of Health
- NSF
- Moore Foundation

**What is the DMPTool?**

Free step-by-step web application for creating data management plans for funders

**Funder-provided information & plan outline**

**Suggested answers & help text**

**Space to answer questions**

**Founding partners:** DataONE; Digital Curation Centre; Smithsonian Institution; UC Curation Center, California Digital Library; UCLA Library; UC San Diego Libraries; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Library; University of Virginia Library

**Version 2 of the DMPTool** was made possible by the generous support of

**Learn More**

- website  dmptool.org
- blog  blog.dmptool.org
- twitter  @TheDMPTool
- code  github.com/CDLUC3/dmptool

**Expert Resources**

**Support for Data Management Planning**

Sarah L. Shreeves
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

**Background**

- Development began in January 2011 on original version (inspired by DMPOnline)
- V1 released in Sept. 2011
- Development on v2 began in January 2013
- V2 released May 2014
- Number of Plans created since Sept. 2011: 7123

**DMPTool Features - Researchers**

- Collaborative plan creation and co-ownership with colleagues
- Institution-specific and public repository of DMPs
- Request review of DMP from experts at institution

**DMPTool Features - Institutions**

- Administrative interface to set up customizations
- Institution-specific data management requirements
- Require or allow informal review of DMPs
- Improved branding and control of the DMPTool

**Learn**

We want to know! How would you want to integrate the DMPTool via an API into your tools (or vice versa)?